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1. Overview

Purpose of this deep dive
 Purpose of the session is to:
› Test whether customers think our proposed replacement expenditure
strikes the right balance between cost and risk
› Understand our customers’ preferences in terms of price and reliability
outcomes associated with major replacement projects
 The session will focus solely on replacement expenditure (and not
augmentation expenditure). This approach has been taken because:
› We have agreed with the Customer Forum to test replacement major
projects options with our customers
› Replacement major projects are significantly more material than
augmentation major projects (approx. $100M vs. $13M)
› Exploring replacement major projects allows price/reliability trade-off
preferences to be determined
› Focussing on fewer topics will allow sufficient time for a deep
investigation of each topic.
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What is replacement expenditure?
 Replacement expenditure (repex) involves the replacement of deteriorated plant
and equipment
 The deterioration of these assets over time raises the risk of a failure and of
possible unplanned interruptions to customers’ supply, and can pose a safety
risk to the community and our staff
 Repex is therefore typically required to maintain current levels of service in
terms of the reliability and safety of our network
 Condition-based repex programs are driven by inspections
› Typically involve the replacement of large volumes of assets, such as poles or
cross-arms

 Risk-based repex projects and programs involve:
• The replacement of assets at a single site, such as a zone substation
• The replacement of a fleet of assets to manage risk, typically protection,
communications, infrastructure
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Our proposed replacement expenditure
 Our proposed replacement expenditure (repex) for the 2021-25 regulatory period is $604
million (real $2020)
 The proposed repex:
› Accounts for 34% of our total capex forecast of $1,746 million

› Represents an increase of 21% on actual/expected repex during the 2016-20 regulatory period,
from an average of $95 to $115 million p.a.
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How have we chosen which parts of repex
to talk to you about?
Repex
project/program
Major repex projects

Why are we discussing it?
•
•

Proposed capex
(direct, real $2020)

The expenditure is within the scope of
negotiations between AusNet Services and the
Customer Forum
To understand our customers preferences in
respect of price/reliability trade-offs

$95M

Pole replacement
program

•
•

The most material repex program
To test whether customers think our proposed
replacement expenditure strikes the right balance
between cost and risk

$183M

Conductor
replacement
program

•
•

The second most material repex program
To test whether customers think our proposed
replacement expenditure strikes the right balance
between cost and risk

$128M
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And how much of the capex forecast do
they account for?
SCADA /
Network control
3%
Safety
11%

ICT
10%

Other nonnetwork
6%
Pole
Replacement
Program
12%

Conductor
Replacement
Program
8%

Connections
29%

Augex
7%

Major Repex
Projects
Other Repex 6%
8%

Collectively, the three projects/programs being presented account for
75% of the total repex forecast, and 26% of the total capex forecast8

2. Major replacement projects

Background
 Repex for major projects is within the scope of the negotiations between
AusNet Services and the Customer Forum. However, this expenditure is outside
the scope of the negotiations that is being overseen by the Australian Energy
Regulator (AER)
 AusNet Services has sought to negotiate with the Customer Forum on six
alternative portfolios of major repex projects that provide differing price-service
trade-offs for customers, including:
› A preferred zone substation refurbishment portfolio consisting of nine refurbishment
projects over the 2021-25 period;
› A range of refurbishment portfolios that alter the timing of the refurbishment projects,
including project deferrals; and
› A portfolio that combines project deferrals with supply risk mitigation using a nonnetwork solution (diesel generation).
 If implemented, each of these options would give rise to different price and
reliability impacts for our customers during the 2021-25 regulatory period, as
well as over the longer term
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What is a repex major project?
 Zone substation major refurbishment
projects target the replacement of
deteriorated plant and equipment within
zone substations.

Poor condition transformer

 The projects typically include the
replacement of major plant such as
transformers, circuit breakers and
ancillary equipment such as protection
systems or panels containing asbestos.
 At each site, a range of options have been
considered to replace deteriorated assets
in whole or in part. The proposed
refurbishment projects have been
designed to provide the optimal
combination of asset replacement that
balances the benefits (reduction of
probability of asset failure and associated
consequences) with the costs of the
replaced assets.
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Proposed expenditure for major repex
projects
 Expenditure of $95M (real $2020) is proposed for nine major repex projects that are needed to
maintain reliable supply to customers. These projects account for 6% of the total capex
forecast
› Analysis subsequent to the Draft Proposal has resulted in the Bairnsdale project being brought
forward to the current period to align with the installation of Rapid Earth Fault Current Limiters, a
critical safety program that will be completed by 2023
› There are three other major repex projects being undertaken during the 2021-25 period to align with
works required for the REFCL program, which are not being negotiated with the Customer Forum

Project
Other capex

Major Repex
Projects
6%

Proposed
commencement

Direct cost ($M,
real $2020)

Thomastown

2021

$14.6

Benalla

2022

$8.2

Bayswater

2022

$11.1

Maffra

2022

$16.5

Traralgon Stage 2

2023

$8.7

Watsonia

2023

$19.1

Bairnsdale

2023

$5.9

Warragul

2023

$11.3

Newmerella

2024

$5.4M
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Where are the projects located?

Note: The above map reflects the project timing included in the draft proposal
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Economic analysis approach
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Establishing the baseline risk
 The “baseline risk” is equivalent to the risks that our network and customers would
be exposed to under the “do nothing” option
› Establishing the baseline risk allows us to determine the benefits of taking action, i.e.
implementing a network or non-network solution
 The components of the baseline risk are shown below
› The prevalence of each type of risk, and therefore the benefits of implementing a
solution, varies from project to project depending on the nature and location of the assets
Baseline risk
component

Description

Safety risk

The risk of explosion and fire due to design (e.g. porcelain bushings) or large
volumes of insulating oil. Poses a threat to employees and to public safety.

Supply risk

The risk of supply being lost to customers due to an asset failure. Quantified
using the Value of Customer Reliability.

Collateral damage

The risk presented by plant that could fail explosively and damage adjacent
plant. Potentially also results in supply outages.

Environmental risk

The risk presented by plant that contains large volumes of oil, e.g. power
transformers. Has associated clean-up and environmental impact costs.
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Options considered for individual projects
 Once the baseline risk is established, various options are considered to identify
the preferred option
› The options that we typically consider for individual projects are shown below
 The preferred option addresses the risk at the lowest lifecycle cost
› This is determined using NPV analysis
Option

Description

Do nothing

Take no action and allow the baseline risk to go unaddressed.

Defer replacement through
asset refurbishment or
operational measures

Develop contingency plans for asset failure events e.g. temporary load
transfers, holding of spares which can be used across a number of stations.

Integrated replacement

Like-for-like replacement of all assets with poor condition score in a single
project. In cases where a number of assets require replacement, major
station rebuild takes advantage of project synergies not available for single
asset replacement.

Staged replacement

Replacement of the highest risk/poorest condition assets, followed by
replacement of other deteriorated assets in subsequent years (e.g. 5-10
years later) as separate projects.

Non network alternatives

Use of demand management, mobile generation, embedded generation or
energy storage to address supply risks.
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Determining economic timing for the
preferred solution
 The economic timing for the
preferred option is determined
as when the “baseline risk” is
equal to the cost of the
preferred option
› In other words, when the
benefits (in terms of a reduced
risk of outages and lowering
any safety risk to the public
and our employees) exceed
the cost of the project.

Economic timing

Annualised cost of preferred option

 Changing the timing of a
project changes the risk –
including the risk of outages –
that our customers are
exposed to

The AER will review our economic assessment of options and project timing by examining
17
the various inputs that feed into it, e.g. demand forecasts, cost estimates, risk
quantification assumptions

Several portfolio options were presented to
the Customer Forum…
 AusNet Services developed six repex major project portfolio options that were presented
to the Customer Forum

 Our proposed portfolio (Option 2) seeks to economically address risk and would ensure
customers only pay to reduce risk when it is efficient
 By encompassing different project timing, each of these options would result in different
price/reliability outcomes for our customers. Importantly:
› The reliability outcomes would be experienced by only the customers served by the nine
stations (around 140,000 customers, or 20% of our customer base); and
› The price outcomes would be experienced by all customers
Option
1
2
3

4
5
6

Name
All projects commence in 2021

Description
The nine repex major projects are all brought forward to commence
construction in 2021
Our proposed timing
The nine repex major projects all commence in line with the proposed
timing shown on slide 12
Three lowest risk projects after
• The following three projects are delayed until after 2025: Bairnsdale,
2025 + diesel generation
Newmerella, Warragul
• 45MW of diesel generation is also installed to manage supply risk.
Three lowest risk projects after
The following three project are delayed after 2025: Bairnsdale,
2025
Newmerella, Warragul
Defer all projects by 1 year
The timings shown for option 2, delayed by one year
Deferral all projects beyond 2025 All projects are deferred out of the next regulatory period and are
assumed to commence in 2026
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…along with the following short-term price
and reliability impacts…
 The chart on this slide compares,
for each portfolio option, the
average annual cost per customer
during the 2021-25 period (x-axis)
with the expected minutes off
supply during the 2021-25 period
(y-axis)

Price-Reliability Trade-Off of Repex Portfolio Options (cost versus
outage duration) – Short Term 2021-25

 It demonstrates the short term
price/reliability impacts, on
individual customers, that are
forecast under each of the
portfolio options
 While the best reliability outcome
is achieved by commencing all
projects in 2021 (Option 1), this
option would have close to a 70%
higher average annual bill impact
over 2021-25 relative to the
optimal project timings (Option 2)
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…and with the following long-term price and
reliability impacts
 The chart on this slide
compares, for each portfolio
option, the average cost per
customer over 50 years (x-axis)
with the expected minutes off
supply during the 2021-25
period (y-axis)

Price-Reliability Trade-Off of Repex Portfolio Options (cost versus
outage duration) – Long Term (50 years)

 It demonstrates the long-term
price/reliability impacts, on
individual customers, that are
expected to be realised under
each of the portfolio options
 Option 2, remains the preferred
option in terms of cost and
reliability outcomes in the long
term.
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Negotiations with the Customer Forum
 The Customer Forum considered that, as affordability is currently the primary concern for most
customers, it would be consistent with customer preferences to explore deferrals to the timing of
projects where the increase in reliability risk would be relatively small. In response to our
proposed project timing, the Customer Forum’s view was:
“The Customer Forum has not yet formed a final view on this question as it intends to test with customers a
modified option that would offer a modest reliability decrease for a cost saving. At the Customer Forum’s
request AusNet Services is developing an alternative set of zone substation upgrades involving deferrals. The
Customer Forum will seek customer feedback to the modified proposal in early 2019”
– Customer Forum Interim Engagement Report, p.32

 Accordingly, we developed an alternative portfolio of projects that would result in a reduction in
customer bills and an increase in reliability risk. The alternative portfolio reflects the following
revised timings, which would still allow us to meet our safety obligations in the 2021-25 period:
› Defer the Watsonia, Traralgon, Thomastown and Bayswater projects by one year

› Defer Newmerella out of the 2021 to 2025 period
› Retain our preferred timing of the other four projects (Maffra, Benalla, Warragul and Bairnsdale).
 Adopting the alternative portfolio would reduce our forecast major replacement projects capex by
$6 million and revenues by $3 million ($2020)
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Negotiations with the Customer Forum cont.
 We agreed with the Customer Forum to seek views on the alternative portfolio to test
whether the associated price/reliability impacts (shown below) align with the preferences of
our customers

 If stakeholders agree that these deferrals reflect customers’ preferences, and we adopt these
timings in our Revenue Proposal, then the targets set under the Service Target Performance
Incentive Scheme should be adjusted to reflect this
 The Customer Forum also requested that we be more transparent about how we determine
the priority and timing of our major replacement projects, as well as what specific customer
benefits each project will deliver
› We agreed to reflect this information in our planning and project documentation
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Research into customer preferences
 To inform the second round of negotiations with the Customer Forum
scheduled for March/April, we are currently undertaking research into
the preferences of customers living in each of the localities where the
proposed projects are located
 The research will explore the willingness of these customers to pay for
their own reliability improvements, as well as their willingness to pay
to improve reliability across all eight locations
 We hope to provide an update on the findings of this research at the
Deep Dive
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Specific questions we are seeking
customer views on
1. Which of the proposed portfolios do you consider strikes the right balance
between cost and reliable supply to customers?
2. Would customers be willing to consider project deferrals that would reduce
costs but also reduce network reliability? e.g. the alternative portfolio
shown on slides 21-22
3. Is further research and/or engagement, beyond which is planned, required
to form a view on this issue?
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3. Pole replacement program

Background
 The pole replacement
program is not within the
scope of the negotiations
between AusNet Services
and the Customer Forum
 The AER is expected to apply
various assessment
techniques to form a view on
the prudency and efficiency
of our proposed program
 The pole replacement
program is the most material
of the repex programs we are
proposing
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Pole asset summary
 AusNet Services’ electricity distribution
network has approximately 399,000 concrete,
wood and galvanised steel poles supporting
2,600km of sub-transmission lines, 29,000km
of medium voltage feeders, 6,600km of low
voltage circuits and 151,000 public lights

Steel
87,005
22%

Wood
187,608
47%

 Wood poles form close to half of the pole
population. Steel reinforced concrete poles
were introduced in the early 1970s and make
up 31% of the population. The remaining 22%
are galvanised steel public lighting poles
 In line with best industry practice, different
techniques are used to determine the
condition of a pole, depending on the pole
type, e.g. visual assessment for concrete
pole vs “sound wood measurement” for
wood poles

Concrete
123,942
31%
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What is pole replacement?
 The pole replacement program involves the
replacement of poles that, after inspection, are
classified as posing an unacceptable risk

A wooden pole with reduced sound wood
below ground level

 Poles are classified as such if they exhibit a
deterioration of condition such as rot,
cracking, or corrosion which increases the
probability of the pole failing
 Pole failure presents a risk to public safety
and to reliable supply being provided to our
customers

A concrete pole showing signs of
corrosion and concrete cracking

 Where possible, poles are staked or
reinforced, extending the poles life through a
lower-cost alternative to replacement
› Analysis shows that where technically feasible, staking
a pole is an economic solution if the service life of the
pole can be extended by at least 2 years.
28
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Proposed expenditure for the pole
replacement program
 Expenditure of $182M (real $2020) is proposed
for pole replacement during the 2021-25 period

Other capex
Pole
Replacement
Program
12%

› This accounts for 12% of the total capex forecast
 The proposed expenditure is a 15% reduction on
actual/expected spend during the 2016-20
period, down from an annual average of $43M to
$36.5M
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What are the causes and consequences of
pole failure?
1. Safety
-

Live power lines may hit the
ground

2. Bushfire
-

Conductors coming into contact
with trees or the ground causing
sparking and fires

3. Power Outages
-

Power will be cut due to circuit
protection operating or to make
the line safe for rectification works
3rd party faults are generally attributable to motor vehicles collisions

These consequences can be
catastrophic
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Management of Poles
Inspections
The distribution pole inspection program is
undertaken through a combination of ground based
(test and inspect) activities set at a 5-year inspection
intervals, and aerial inspections mid-cycle.
Maintenance
Key maintenance practices include:
- Application of preservatives to control decay
and rot;
- Treatments to control termites; and
- Correction of stay wires.
Reinforcement
Poles are staked or reinforced where possible.

Proactive Replacement
Poles classified as posing an unacceptable risk and
are unable to be staked will be replaced.
Reactive replacement
Reactive replacement occurs when a specific incident
causes damage to a pole such as a vehicle collision.
Limited Life
In some circumstances, a pole can classified as
limited life, which means that it has some
deterioration or damage but is still deemed in
serviceable condition. Limited life poles are
inspected at twice the frequency of serviceable
poles.

Pole replacements are driven by the inspection program
Poles are marked for replacement based on serviceability criteria in our inspection manual – i.e. the program is
based on “find and replace”. Poles are not replaced unless they meet strict criteria for replacement. If the pole
replacement capex forecast was reduced, it would not lead to a reduction in replacements expenditure unless the
criteria are changed. The criteria are based on minimum sound wood to maintain pole strength and hence
changing it would result in an increased risk on our network.

Our regulatory obligations
 Our pole inspection program is approved by Energy Safe Victoria (ESV) to
ensure compliance with the Electricity Safety (Bushfire Mitigation) Regulations
› Inspection cycles are regulated and set in law (37 months in high bushfire risk
areas (50% of poles) and 5 years for low bushfire risk areas (50% of poles))
 The criteria for assessing whether a pole should stay in service (replacement
criteria) are based on the frequency of inspection. i.e. Is there sufficient good
timber remaining in the pole to ensure it won’t fail before its next scheduled
inspection?
 Changes to inspection cycles or replacement criteria can only be made in
consultation with ESV
› ESV will generally accept changes to our programs only if the current safety risk
profile is maintained or improved
 This means that AusNet services must comply with the inspection timeframes
and apply defined replacement criteria and cannot make a change without
consultation with ESV
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Pole Condition
 The X axis measures condition score, with C5 poles being the worst condition poles
 Between 2014 and 2017, the number of C5 wooden poles increased by 50%
 As at 2017, 21% of all poles are in C4 and C5, up from 15% in 2014
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Pole replacement volumes for 2021-25
 An average of 3,355 poles are forecast to
be replaced each year during the 2021-25
regulatory period (compared to 3,800 over
the 5 years 2013-17)

Complex concrete sub transmission pole

 An average of 1,925 poles are expected to
be staked each year during the 2021-25
regulatory period (compared to 2,000 over
the 5 years 2013-17)

Staked wooden pole
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Forecasting Approach
 Poles are replaced after an inspection has deemed the pole unfit for service (end of life) or
after damage has occurred (fault), or in some circumstances it is appropriate to replace a
limited life pole in conjunction with other works (efficiency).
Damaged
poles e.g. hit
by car

Physically
deteriorated
poles
End of Life
~ 67%

Faults
~ 16%

Two methods are used
to forecast this
component

Method 1:
End of Life Forecast

Deteriorated pole
replaced as part of
other works
Efficiency
~ 17%

=

Replacement
Forecast

These components are
forecast based on
historical averages

Method 2:
Risk Based Modelling
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End of life forecast vs. risk based modelling
Method 1 - End of life replacement forecast

Method 2 - Risk Modelling in Availability Work
Bench

Uses:
• Historical failure data to calculate rate of deterioration
• Forecast future inspection dates
• Pole type (type of wood)
• Current condition

The effect of pole failure is quantified including:
• Value of unserved energy (when a failure causes the power
to be cut)
• Bushfire risk (the cost of a bushfire multiplied by the
probability that a pole will cause a bushfire)
• Health and safety risk

Forecasts poles that are likely to reach the end of operating life
Poles that are forecast to reach the end of their life are split into
three groups
APoles suitable for staking
BPoles unsuitable for staking due to their design
CPoles which are already staked

A model involving a Monte Carlo simulation is used to simulate
pole failures over a set period of time. The model uses the
probability of failure (determined from the condition scores) and
the effects of failure to calculate a risk cost.
Poles are forecast for replacement where the risk cost is
greater than the cost of replacing the pole.

For group B and C, they can only be replaced.
For group A, it can be staked (50%) or replaced (50%).
Therefore:
Total estimated poles requiring replacement are: Group B+
Group C + 50% of Group A
This method produced a forecast of 4,833 poles

This method produced a forecast of 4,828 poles

Both forecasting methods produced very similar results
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Illustrative scenarios
1.

No pole replacements (non-compliant)
No pole replacements would lead to an unacceptable risk of pole failure. This would result in
defective and failed poles being left in service and potentially long power outages and safety
incidents.

2.

Replace less poles than forecast (non-compliant)
A proportion of pole replacements could be deferred to reduce the number of replacements in the
period. This would mean changing the inspection criteria to allow ‘unserviceable’ poles to
remain in service. Whilst this option would lead to reduced costs in the short term, it presents an
uneconomical increase in risk to the public, and would result in higher costs to consumers in the
subsequent regulatory period due to the ‘catch up’ spend that would be required.

3.

Replace poles in line with forecast
This option is the most economical option from the risk/cost modelling and also aligns with
predicted find rates from condition scores of poles expected to be inspected within the period.
This option will result in a ‘smoother’ spend profile and will maintain current risk levels on the
network.

4.

Replace more poles than forecast
Replacing more poles than forecast will not materially lower the risk of pole failures on the
network and, therefore, the costs borne by consumers will be uneconomic when compared to the
reduction in network risk. This would mean changing the inspection criteria to allow replacing of
poles which could safely provide additional years of service.
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Comparisons with the AER’s repex model
 Based on modelling analysis we have undertaken, our
proposed expenditure of $182M (real $2020) is $27M or 17.5%
higher than the outputs of the AER’s repex model
 The repex model is not directly comparable with our forecast
due a range of factors including:
› An assumption of like for like replacements
› Using age as a proxy for condition
 Each of these points are explained further on the following
slides.
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The AER’s repex model
The AER repex model is a generic excel
workbook that the AER use as an
assessment technique in its
determinations. It is used to benchmark
replacement capital expenditure. The
model is only used high volume asset
classes, including poles. The model:
• Uses age as a proxy for asset
condition
• Uses a probabilistic replacement
algorithm to forecast the replacement
needs of a population of assets. This
algorithm assumes the economic life of
an asset population is normally
distributed
• Predicts future replacement volumes
based upon the current age profile for
an asset population
• The model assumes like-for-like
replacement
• Is calibrated by adjusting the asset
replacement life so that the first year of
the model output aligns with recent
historical replacement rates
• Assumes recent historical replacement
rates are representative of expected
future replacement needs
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Comparisons with the AER’s repex model
– like for like replacement
 The repex model assumes like for like replacements (i.e. wood pole will be
replaced with wood pole)
› This does not reflect actual practices. For example, we replace approximately
55% of HV wooden poles and 20% of LV wooden poles with concrete poles,
which are more expensive than wooden poles but have lower lifecycle costs in
some circumstances (e.g. in termite areas)
• Based on our reported RIN data, wooden poles cost $13,757, compared to
$15,194 for concrete poles and $17,995 for steel poles
› The repex model assumes wooden poles are replaced with wooden poles and
thus assumes the cheapest rate.
 This assumption in the repex model materially affects comparisons between
our efficient unit rates and the repex model
› Different unit rates account for approximately 37% difference between our
proposed forecasts and the repex model

The AER will review our forecast volumes and unit rates as part of its technical
assessment of our proposal
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Comparisons with the AER’s repex model
– using age as a proxy for condition
 We have ~17,000 wood poles older than 60
years

Age vs. condition for wood poles

› The repex model would indicate these are
due for replacement in 2021-25
 We have ~36,000 wood poles in condition
C5 (the worst condition)
› These will fall due for replacement during
the 2021-25 period
› This is double the number of poles due for
replacement, based on age, according to
the repex model
 In the RHS chart, the size of the circle is
proportional to the number of assets of
that age and condition combination
› Of all 60 year old poles, more are in
condition C3 than C5 (the worst condition)
› Of all the poles in condition C5, more of
these poles are ~40 or ~50 year old poles
than 60 years old
40

Specific questions we are seeking
customer views on
The community and government are not prepared to accept the increased risk
that would come from modifying our inspection and pole replacement criteria in
such a way that reduces the forecast program. Given this:
1. Do you consider our proposed program strikes the right balance between
cost and risk on our network?
2. Is further research and/or engagement required to form a view on this
issue?
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4. Conductor replacement program

Background
 The conductor replacement
program is not within the
scope of the negotiations
between AusNet Services
and the Customer Forum
 The AER is expected to apply
various assessment
techniques to form a view on
the prudency and efficiency
of our proposed program
 The conductor replacement
program is the second most
material of the repex
programs we are proposing
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Conductor asset summary
 Conductors are the ‘wires’ supported by poles and insulators that transport
electricity
 Our conductors extend over 38,000 km and operate in 3 voltage ranges:
› Subtransmission (HV - 66kV) – connection between transmission network and zone substations
› Medium voltage (MV - 22kV, 11kV, 6.6kV, 12.7kV) – connection between zone substations and
distribution substations and some large customers
› Low voltage (LV - 400/230V) – connection between distribution substations and customers

 Three main types of conductor – Steel, Aluminium, and Aluminium Conductor Steel
Reinforced (ACSR). Also some Copper (Cu) and Aerial Bundled Cable (ABC).

44
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What is conductor replacement?
 The conductor replacement program involves the replacement of conductors to
address the risk of conductor failure
 The efficient volume of conductor to replace is based on an economic
assessment of the costs and benefits (i.e. reduced risk) of replacement
 The benefits of replacement for each conductor span reflects:
› The probability of failure. Based on the condition of each conductor span
› The consequence of failure. This comprises:
• Supply interruption cost (based on the Value of Customer Reliability)
• Cost of bushfire (disproportionality factor is applied, probability weighted)
• Safety cost (cost of injury or death, probability weighted)
 It is economic to replace a conductor where the probability of failure, multiplied
by the consequences of failure, is greater than the cost of replacing the
conductor
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What are the causes and consequences
of conductor failure?
 Conductor failure presents a risk to public safety and to reliable supply
being provided to our customers
 Conductors can fail for a variety of reasons (e.g. corrosion, lightning, falling
objects such as trees)
 The consequences of conductor failure include:
› Interruptions to power supply – On average, every customers experiences
seven unplanned minutes off supply each year due to conductor failures. A
typical conductor related outage involves 240 customers who are off supply for
3.5 hours.
› Broken conductor starts fire – Around 10 ground fires are started each year
from broken conductors.
› Electric shock or electrocution – A live conductor on the ground poses an
obvious safety risk to public and workers. (Note that each year several people
are injured or killed as a result of touching live conductors. However, these
incidents are not the result of conductor failure.)
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Proposed expenditure for the conductor
replacement program
 Expenditure of $128M (real $2020) is proposed for conductor replacement during the 202125 period

› This accounts for 8% of the total capex forecast
 The proposed expenditure is a 17% reduction on actual/expected spend during the 201620 period, down from an annual average of $30.7M to $25.5M
› A significant amount of expenditure ($74M) during the current period has been funded by the
Victorian Government through its Powerline Replacement Fund (PRF), a government funded
program to replace assets posing an unacceptable risk of bushfire ignition

$M

› Following the completion of the PRF, our proposed program will ensure risk is maintained on
the network
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The composition of the proposed program
 The proposed program replaces 1,499 km of 38,000 km over the 5-year period
› Translates to 3.9% of the population over 5 years OR 0.8% per year.
 The program includes conductor replacement forecast to be carried out in “codified
areas” (see next slide)
 Around 90% of the program is made up of:
1.

Proactive replacement of deteriorated conductor in non-codified areas; and

2.

SWER conductor replacement in codified areas (new program)
Category

Proactive replacement of deteriorated conductor in noncodified areas

Length

Average Unit Rate
($2018)

Cost ($2018)

1277 km

$47.44 / m

$60.6 M

Replacement after a conductor has already failed

62 km

$47.44 / m

$2.9M

Replacing Aerial Bundled Cable

45 km

$47.44 / m

$2.1 M

Proactive replacement of deteriorated conductor in
codified areas

15 km

$479.00 / m

$7.2 M

100 km

$479.00 / m

$47.9 M

SWER conductor replacement in codified areas
Total

1499 km

$120.7 M
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Replacement of conductor within
codified areas
 Codified areas (shown in red below) are areas defined in the Electricity Safety
Act 1998 as electric line construction areas.
Codified areas
Codified Areas are areas of high bushfire risk the purpose
of replacing the conductors is to reduce the risk of bushfire
ignited by the network.
The 22kV overhead network in these areas will be
protected by cutting edge REFCL technology, which will
reduce, but not eliminate, the risk of a bushfire ignited from
the network. The REFCL provides no risk reduction for
SWER lines.
The Bushfire Royal Commission and the subsequent
Safety Taskforce both recommended undergrounding or
insulating SWER lines over a 10-year period.
However, as much of the conductor is in better condition
than assumed, our proposed replacement program will be
undertaken over a longer period.
The proposed program is a new program and will replace
approx. 110km (17%) of the 660km of SWER network in
codified areas over the regulatory period with insulated
overhead conductor (70%) and underground (30%).
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Forecasting Approach
 The forecast for conductor replacement consists of four components; planned
replacement (non-codified areas), reactive replacement (non-codified areas), 22
kV ABC, and codified areas

 The codified areas forecast is further split into condition based replacement
and proactive replacement
 The forecast for planned replacement is determined by a model that uses the
condition of the conductor and effect of conductor failure to determine an economic
volume of replacement
 The forecast for reactive replacement is based on the historical level of reactive
replacement
 The forecast for 22 kV ABC is based on the age of the population
 The forecast for condition based codified area replacement uses the same
approach as planned replacement
 The forecast for codified area proactive replacement is based on a goal to replace
all SWER conductor in codified areas over a 20-year timeframe.
 The major components are the economically justified planned replacement
program and codified area proactive replacements.
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Illustrative scenarios (excluding Codified
Areas)
1. Proposed volume of replacement
› The proposed replacement volume is the optimal economic replacement volume
2. Reduced volume of proactive replacement
› Program would target areas of bushfire risk and reduce replacements where the
impact of failure is supply interruption. Therefore, a reduced program would lead to
an increase in supply interruptions
› A reduced program would create a backlog for future regulatory periods (see next
slide)
› A reduced program would lead to lower costs in the current regulatory period
3. Increased volume (not justified by condition)
› An increased volume would lead to an improvement in reliability. However, the value
of the improvement in reliability will be less than the cost of additional replacements
› An increased program would lead to higher costs in the current regulatory period.
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Multiple Period Forecast

Replacement Volume (km)

 The AusNet Services model indicates that economic conductor replacement
will increase over the upcoming regulatory periods, consistent with ageing and
deterioration of the conductor fleet

Deferring conductor replacement during the 2021-25 period would create a52
backlog to be addressed in future regulatory periods

Illustrative scenarios (codified areas)
1. Increased volume
› Reduced bushfire risk from SWER networks
› The proposed replacement program only replaces 17% or the SWER in codified
areas; increasing the volume would get closer to the goal of replacing all SWER in
10 years.
› Increasing the volume is feasible but resources would limit the size of the program.
e.g. it would be difficult to replace all the SWER in codified areas in 5 years
› Increasing the volumes leads to increased prices
2. Reduced volume
› A smaller program would lead to no decrease in bushfire risk on SWER networks
and either:
• An extended duration before all SWER in codified areas is replaced
• A large replacement program in future regulatory period
3. Reduce SWER bushfire risk without insulating or undergrounding conductors
› No product is currently available that will do this.
› Research is continuing into approaches and devices that might reduce the risk.
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Comparisons with the AER’s repex model
 Based on modelling analysis we have undertaken, our proposed expenditure of $128M (real
$2020) is $25M or 16% lower than the outputs of the AER’s repex model
 Again, the repex model has some comparability issues with our forecasts because:
› As is the case with poles, the repex model forecasts replacements based solely on age,
disregarding asset condition and consequence. It therefore proposes replacement of conductor
which may still in fact be in good condition with low probability of failure. Where the
consequences of failure are low, premature replacement is also likely to be uneconomical and
hence will not be proposed in AusNet Services’ risk model.
› Similarly, conductors in poor condition and high consequence areas will be included in our riskbased modelling approach but excluded from the repex model if they are of young age.
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Repex model

Forecast

Specific questions we are seeking
customer views on
The community and government are not prepared to accept the increased risk
that would come from reducing our forecast conductor replacement program.
Given this:
1. Do you consider our proposed program strikes the right balance between
cost and risk on our network?
2. Is further research and/or engagement required to form a view on this
issue?
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